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Overview

GeoDigital Information's Morrow Series study is designed to enhance both exploration and development efforts that are directed at Morrow reservoirs. These reservoirs occur within transgressive valley-fill sequences at multiple stratigraphic horizons. GDI has created an extensive sequence-stratigraphic framework that documents ten intervals of valley-fill deposits. The mapping of these intervals is essential in the exploration for Morrow-age reservoirs.

The Morrow study represents six man-years of geologic research which affords explorationists significant time savings in assimilating data and developing exploration strategies. The study area covers 16,500 square miles in southeastern Colorado, western Kansas, and the northern Oklahoma Panhandle. It spans Cheyenne, Prowers, Baca, and portions of Kit Carson, Lincoln, Kiowa, and Bent counties in Colorado; all of Wallace Greeley, Hamilton, Stanton, Morton, and portions of Sherman counties in Kansas; and portions of Cimarron and Texas counties in Oklahoma.

Correlations of 5,039 wells were made by defining six regional markers from the top of the Mississippian to the top of the Pennsylvanian Marmaton. Morrow valley-fill sequences are defined with, up to, 14 additional sub-regional correlation markers in 3,039 wells. Landsat imagery is included in the study to delineate paleostructures that affected Morrow drainage patterns and facies distributions.

Morrow depositional models and lithofacies reservoir potential are determined through the integration of core, thinsection, log analyses, and engineering data. Five representative field studies are incorporated with a focus on Morrow reservoir characteristics, trap types, and deliverability.

The Morrow study contains descriptions of 72 cores including 25 Union Pacific Resources proprietary cores and 11 Amoco Production proprietary cores that are essential for understanding the geologic history in this region.

The study components include an extensive summary text and figures, maps and cross sections, two volumes containing core and thinsection descriptions integrated with core-to-log comparisons, and four volumes of stratigraphic data appendices. These components provide the client with a presentation format that is concise and readily useable.

Database

| 5039 | Study Wells |
| 6    | Regional Stratigraphic Markers Correlated |
| 14   | Internal Morrow Markers Correlated |
| 72   | Cores Described |
| 395  | Thinsections |
Maps

Regional Maps (1 : 240,000)
12 Isopach Maps
1 Structure Map Top of Morrow
1 Penetration Map of Study Wells
1 Composite Map of Landsat Imagery, Valley Trends, and Interpreted Basement Blocks

Field Maps (1 : 36,000)
7 Isopach Maps
7 Net Sandstone Maps
7 Net Porous Sandstone (>10%) Maps
4 Structure Maps

Cross Sections

10 Regional Stratigraphic Sections
17 Field Cross Sections

Field Studies

Sorrento, Mt. Pearl, Stockholm SW, Kinsler, and McClave Fields

Report Contents


CORE DESCRIPTIONS - This appendix contain descriptions of 72 cores from southeast Colorado, southwest Kansas, and northwest Oklahoma.

STRATIGRAPHIC DATA - This section contains the stratigraphic data (20 formation tops, stratigraphic markers, and net sandstone values) and isopach values, as well as information on well name, operator, location, API number, completion date, datum, and production status for the 5039 study wells.

MAPS AND CROSS SECTIONS - This appendix contains fifteen regional maps at a scale of 1 : 240,000 and 25 field maps at a scale of 1 : 36,000. This includes isopach maps, structure maps, net sandstone maps, and a study well map.
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Selected Figures from the Study
Figure 1.7. Schematic Morrow depositional models. A) Low sea level stillstand. B) High sea level stillstand. These depositional models are discussed in detail in Chapter 7 (Depositional Environments). The effect of sea-level fluctuations on stratigraphic sequences is outlined in Chapter 8 (Sequence Stratigraphy).
Figure 12.M15. Comparison of logs from two gas-producing wells in McClave Field showing the effect of invasion of drilling fluid on log response. Invaded drilling fluid masks the log response in the Semmens 1 well. Semmens 1 well had an IP of 973 MCFD; Humphrey-Wollert 1 well had an IP of 572 MCFD.
Figure 2.2. Reconstructions of A) Mississippian and B) Early Pennsylvanian plate relationships.
Figure 10.19. Type-log for the U403-U453U valley-fill sequence. The U403-U453U valley-fill sequence is well-developed and is productive in the Taloga Field area of Morton County, Kansas.
Example of a Core Description


LOG DEPTH = CORE DEPTH + *
*CORED INTERVAL CLOSELY APPROXIMATES LOG INTERVAL; MISSING CORE PROHIBITS ACCURATE ADJUSTMENT
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PERM.

INTERPRETED DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT
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MATRIX SUPPORTED SHALE CLASTS
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CORE MISSING

CORE MISSING

CORE MISSING

CORE MISSING

CORE MISSING

POORLY SORTED SHALE CLASTS